
Aces Out is a quick RPG system played with one deck of cards per player, and one for the
game master(GM).

For a character sheet - CLICK HERE ← (this is currently a very basic effort)

AGENTS are spies on a mission. The cards help tell the story of the twists and turns of that
mission from pre-planning, training montages, flashbacks, execution, and results.

Each suit in the standard deck of cards is a SKILL SET representing each AGENT’s strengths
and weaknesses.

A standard playing card deck can be used. Remove the Jacks, Queens, and Kings. Include the
two Jokers. The result is Ace through 10 of each suite plus the two Jokers.

Resolving Conflict: DRAW

When an AGENT describes an action that is opposed, dangerous, or otherwise critically
important, the GM calls for a DRAW. The AGENT draws two cards, but this could be larger at
the GM’s discretion. Watch out for Jokers(bad!) or Aces(good!) to show up.

The total is opposed by a DRAW from the GM - may be as small as 1 card for minor hiccups in
the plan, or as large as 4 for a nearly impossible situation.

Tally the totals of the two DRAWs. For the AGENT This will include the sum of all cards, any
modifications based on the AGENT’s SKILL SETS, abilities, gizmos, etc… There is a +2 for
every card from the matching SKILL SET as well.

For the GM it will be the sum of all cards, +2 for each card in the matching SKILL SET.

If the AGENT’s total is higher, the action described is a success. If the GM’s total is higher, the
action described is a failure and advances the story accordingly. The AGENT permanently
removes 1 card from the top of their deck for losing the challenge, and one additional card for
every 5 point increment away from the GM’s total.

If any card removed this way is an Ace, instead only remove that Ace, and the action is instead
a success. This could narratively be described as a near failure which suddenly becomes a
success.

If an Ace is in the DRAW it is considered a “1”. If the DRAW would be lost, the Agent may
choose to permanently remove that Ace from their deck in order to succeed at the action. An
Ace in the DRAW denotes a success in addition to the general results of the DRAW(like a gizmo
functioning especially well).

If a GM DRAWs an Ace, it is counted as a 10 but has no other effect.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wwx7ul2qbu0co1z/AcesOutCharacterSheet.pdf?dl=0


Jokers in any DRAW count as 0 in the tally, and the deck will be shuffled(bringing back in all
discarded cards, but not any permanently removed cards) immediately after a Joker is revealed.
Jokers cannot be permanently removed(instead remove the next card of the deck instead and
reshuffle). A Joker in the DRAW denotes a failure in addition to the general results of the
DRAW(like a gizmo botching its intended purpose, giving false information, or breaking).

The difference between the totals informs the magnitude of success or failure at the GM’s
discretion.

A tie in a DRAW generally goes to the AGENT. If the DRAW is an opposed action between to
player’s AGENTS, reveal one additional card(apply SKILL SET and character bonuses as
usual) and determine who won the DRAW with the additional card.

All results move the plot or timeline forward. AGENTS and GMs are encouraged to embrace the
finality of outcomes for better or worse while remembering that no plans go off without a hitch,
and that success is most meaningful when snatched from the jaws of defeat.

An AGENT may not use the same SKILL SET twice consecutively , unless specifically called for
by the GM(chase scenes with multiple NIMBLE checks for driving for example). AGENTS may
keep track of which SKILL SET they most recently used by using the spare Jacks from the deck
to display which SKILL SET was most recently used.

Though originally envisioned for a Jimmy Glue(James Bond) set of circumstances, this rule set
can be used to play out an Ocean’s 11 style heist, a spaghetti western drama, a sherlock style
investigation, a starship planet exploration, a backstabbing pirate adventure, a modern murder
mystery, or a special ops modern covert military engagement. AGENTS can be good guys, bad
guys, or lovable losers with any variety of goals or machinations. Flavor details and setting
specifics are left to the discretion of the GM and players.

There is no character growth between sessions or any leveling up. GM & Players may consider
planning for one shots or 2-3 session arcs for the best experience.

DRAW CHART
(suggestions for DRAW numbers for different types of situations)

Situation Details: AGENT
2 cards

GM
1 card

FORCE DRAW with one AGENT vs one or two minor enemies +0 +0

FORCE DRAW with one AGENT vs one or two minor enemies where the AGENT
is getting the jump on them

+1 +0



Situation Details: AGENT
2 cards

GM
1 card

FORCE DRAW with one AGENT vs one or two minor enemies where the AGENT
is getting the jump on them and has a trap in place.

+2 +0

FORCE DRAW where one AGENT is going against a room full of minor enemies. +0 +1

FORCE DRAW where one AGENT is going against a room full of skilled enemies. +0 +2

FORCE DRAW where one AGENT is going against a room full of skilled enemies,
and the AGENT has a trap in place.

+1 +2

FORCE DRAW where one AGENT is going against a room full of skilled enemies
where a BAD GUY is present.

+0 +3

NIMBLE DRAW where the AGENT is operating a VEHICLE that has a minor
malfunction

+0 +1

NIMBLE DRAW where the AGENT is operating a VEHICLE that has a major
malfuntion

+0 +2

MAGNETISM DRAW where an AGENT is attempting to convince a civilian to do
something that is within their nature.

+1 +0

MAGNETISM DRAW where an AGENT is attempting to convince a civilian to do
something that is not within their nature.

+0 +0

MAGNETISM DRAW where an undercover AGENT is attempting to convince a
BAD GUY to do something that is within their nature or orders.

+1 +0

MAGNETISM DRAW where an undercover AGENT is attempting to convince a
BAD GUY to do something that is not within their nature or orders.

+0 +1

MAGNETISM DRAW where an undercover AGENT is attempting to convince a
BAD GUY to do something that is drastically outside direct orders.

+0 +2

MAGNETISM DRAW where a known AGENT is attempting to convince a BAD
GUY to do something that is within their nature or orders.

+0 +2

MAGNETISM DRAW where a known AGENT is attempting to convince a BAD
GUY to do something that is drastically outside of direct orders.

+0 +3

MAGNETISM DRAW where a known AGENT is attempting to convince a BAD
GUY to do something that is drastically outside of direct orders. Additionally, the
AGENT realistically threatens major extortion, blackmail, or bodily harm to the
BAD GUY.

+2 +3



THE SKILL SETS

CUNNING - Diamonds - Green - Outsmarting a system or person, using technology, gizmos,
decoding, puzzles,  etc…
The item type: GIZMOS are associated with CUNNING

FORCE - Clubs - Red - Combat in most forms(guns, fists, knives, etc…), strength, labor
intensive tasks, etc...
The item type: WEAPONS are associated with FORCE

NIMBLE - Spades - Blue - Movement(escapes or chases), feats of acrobatics, stealth,
piloting/driving
The item type: VEHICLES are associated with NIMBLE

MAGNETISM - Hearts - Purple - “Face” work. Social challenges, disguises, playing a role,
knowing someone on the inside, developing contacts, etc…
The item type: PROTECTION are associated with MAGNETISM

It is generally assumed that an AGENT is trained in all skills, so success in most scenarios is
possible, but it may come at a cost.

In order to solve any conflicts, explore the world, or any other important spy duties, you will draw
a minimum of two cards, and compare it to a draw from the GM deck(1-6 cards). The more
dangerous the situation, the more cards are drawn.

Example:

While traveling through a deserted part of the city you are recognized by a single low level
enemy operative. Once you are made the operative reaches for their radio.

AGENT A: I rush him and restrain him.

GM: OK that is a FORCE draw - only 2.

GM draws 1 card to oppose, AGENT A draws 2. AGENT’s total is higher.

GM: You are able to quickly restrain the operative and now are controlling him with a chokehold.
The radio was dropped and is now out of reach of both of you.

Same Scenario - AGENT B:

AGENT B: This particular operative is actually my contact within the organization. We bonded
during a gardening class two summers ago.



GM: That is a big, but not impossible ask… MAGNETISM, draw 3 since gardening is a good
match here. I will be drawing 3 to oppose.

AGENT B: My specialty SKILL SET is MAGNETISM, I will draw 4 and add 2 to the total.

Results: GM’s total is 6 higher.

GM: Ok, you lost this one. The operative recognizes you and reaches for their radio. They
hesitate for a moment (recalling a tender moment involving an azalea) and look down the street
where you see another operative quickly approaching and yelling “Zone 2, AGENT B spotted”.
The inside operative slowly draws their firearm and quickly glances behind you at a dark alley…

Calculate your total using the raw total of the cards with the following notes:

An Ace in the draw from the AGENT is counted as a one, unless they choose to use the ace as
an automatic success. If the number was lower than the GM draw, sacrifice only the Ace instead
of permanently removing cards from your deck as you normally would.

Aces are worth one unless used as an automatic success. Aces used this way are permanently
removed  from your deck after the DRAW is resolved.

AGENT talents/abilities may alter the number or number of cards drawn or add to the total
result.

A card with the suit that matches the strategy is worth +2.

If an AGENT draws a Joker, that card counts as 0, and the AGENT must discard 1 additional
card after the encounter and shuffle the joker back in even if they succeeded at the task.
Additionally a negative consequence for the drawn joker will be decided by the GM.

AGENTS ignore jokers(immediately shuffle then draw a replacement card) when using their
major SKILL SET.

If the AGENT’s total is higher than the GM deck, it is a success to some degree. If the total is
lower, the AGENT discards 1 card. Additionally, for every 5 point difference between the totals,
discard one additional card.

When an AGENT is forced to discard an ACE during a failed DRAW, the result becomes a
success with a negative side effect. EX: A failed gunfight forces an AGENT to discard. At the
last moment when all hope was thought to be lost, instead of pressing their advantage, the bad
guys retreat to a better fortified location and are able to bring video surveillance back online.



Once an AGENT’s deck has discarded all four aces, they are considered “ACES OUT”. The
next failed task will leave them incapacitated, captured, deactivated, etc… for the rest of the
mission.

Examples:

AGENT A is in a fist fight with a single low level thug. GM gives an advantage to the AGENT
saying they should draw 3 cards(instead of the normal 2) for this.

AGENT draws: 5h, 10c, 6d. Total of 21. +2 for the one Diamond drawn for a total of 23.

Gm draws - 10 total… way less than 23.

The thug is incapacitated.

AGENT B is running away from several bad guys with an injured non-AGENT companion.

GM gives an advantage to the bad guys, FORCE DRAW.

AGENT B draws 2, GM draws 3.

AGENT B gets a result of 10.

Gm gets a result of 15.

The action fails(they are captured and thrown into a van), and AGENT B must discard 2 cards.
One for losing the draw, another for missing the DRAW by 5 or more.

Optional recovery rules:

For longer sessions or ongoing campaigns your GM may opt to include any or all of the
following recovery options.

During a caper a night of sleep may recover 1(horrible conditions or even imprisonment) to
3(luxurious and pampered accommodations) random cards.

A romantic encounter(GM’s discretion) can recover any card of the player’s choice.

Recover 1 card per full day “off-duty”. If you have any ACEs discarded, they are recovered first.
All other cards are selected randomly.



A break in the action(2 hour plane ride, a night at a casino) may allow you to take one card at
random back into your deck. This could be themed(a workout session recovers your highest
FORCE card, a day on the slopes recovers a random NIMBLE card).

A themed event(spa day, indulging in a vice, training montage) may allow you to recover
discarded cards with specific instructions. “After this spa day, choose up to 8 discarded cards at
random, recover all MAGNETISM cards from among those 8.”

Recovery items/events may be made available at your DMs discretion. Ex: An experimental
recovery drug will recover all Aces, but requires discarding 3 other cards at random. A full body
massage chair recovers one MAGNETISM card per hour in the chair. The best boba tea in the
world can be purchased for 30$ here and recovers one Ace(limit 1/day).

Agent Profiles:

All agents have +3 in one suit(STRONG SUIT) and -3 in another suit(WEAK SUIT). (Ex: Agent
Argon is CUNNING, but deft. +3 if the strategy is CUNNING, and -3 if the strategy is NIMBLE).

Agents have access to 3 special abilities based on their favored STRONG SUIT. Using an ability
requires sacrificing an ACE(draw until one appears, shuffle afterward), and is an automatic
success that takes a toll on the Agent.

STRONG SUIT powers:

CUNNING - Diamonds - Green

1: There is a device you’ve snuck in or could piece together that would be a perfect tool for the
situation at hand. This becomes a permanent TOOL if applicable.

2: You’ve had a mental epiphany and have pieced together some crucial part of the mission,
floorplan issue, enemy motivation, tech hack, or similar.

3: You draw an enemy into a mental trap causing them to give away important details, reveal a
weakness, or cause a distraction during a pivotal moment.

FORCE - Clubs - Red

1: You are able to use a physical environmental element(fallen log, stalled vehicle, office desk,
etc…) to unusually great effect to solve a problem.

2: Following a failure of a fellow AGENT, you draw fire, distract, or otherwise use your physical
nature to neutralize their failure.(they don’t lose cards)

3: You neutralize a swarm of enemies.



NIMBLE - Spades - Blue
1: You(and your group) can give an enemy the slip.

2: A trapped room or guarded area is penetrated.

3: You perform an impossible feat of sleight of hand, acrobatics, piloting, etc… that has a
remarkable result.

MAGNETISM - Hearts - Purple

1: You convince a minor enemy to do you a crucial favor even if it is against their nature or direct
orders.

2: Your disguise or inside contact is incredibly effective, giving you a powerful benefit at a pivotal
moment.

3: You are able to instantly and believably blend into a group of people.

Inventory - TOOLS:

An AGENT can only carry 3 TOOLS into any mission. Subject to GM approval, and should be
setting appropriate. Access to TOOLS are at GM discretion.

Incidentals(pens, watches, phones, etc…) will be approved at GM’s discretion, or may be
subject to a DRAW or NC DRAW(see Special Situations) . EX: A female agent carrying a
purse would not be unusual at a black-tie event, but it may have been subject to search at
certain types of events which would not allow certain types of TOOLS in(Weapons or suspicious
Gizmos for example).

There are four types of TOOLS:

Weapon - silenced pistol, flamethrower, blow darts, machete, rocket launcher, grenades,
dynamite, explosives

Gizmo - shoe phone, signal scrambler, decoding tools, lockpick set, handcuffs, GPS, spy
camera, phone duplicator

Vehicle - Snowmobile, submarine, bicycle, ATV, motorcycle, boat, jet ski

Protection - Bullet proof vest, antidote, parachute, energy shield



Effect and availability of all inventory is at GM’s discretion. Some may cause auto success at
some tasks, others may require a DRAW, or modify a DRAW. Items may increase drawn cards
at GM’s discretion.

BAD GUYS and VILLIANS may also have/use TOOLS. Civilians and minor enemies don’t
generally carry TOOLS(except Weapons for guards).

Agent Profiles:

These are optional rules that allow for further customization of your AGENT. Maximum of 2 per
AGENT.

Brute:
FORCE +2
CUNNING -1
During any combat, you or an AGENT of your choice discards 1 less card during a failure.

Hacker:
CUNNING +3 while working with Gizmos or general technology.
CUNNING -1 for any other use(recalling a map, designing a physical trap)
You carry 1 additional Gizmo in your inventory.

Driver:
NIMBLE +3 while driving any Vehicle
NIMBLE -1 for any other use(picking a pocket, balancing on a beam)
You carry 1 additional vehicle in your inventory

Lover:
MAGNETISM: +2
Any other stat: -1
Start each mission with an inside contact who will provide information prior to and perhaps
during the mission.

Explorer:
Any exploration focused Gizmos(maps, GPS, computers, phones, ) or vehicles(snowmobiles,
fan-boats) that are being used to explore draw an additional card if this AGENT is involved.

Security:
Any Protection focused Gizmos(body armor, protective masks, med-kits) that are being used
draw an additional card or apply to another individual if this Agent is involved.

Techsassin:
Gizmos have a chance to not be detected even under thorough search. You may be able to
modify a Gizmo to provide a secondary function in a pinch.



Heavy Hand:
Any FORCE or combat focused Gizmos or Weapons are more effective. Additional targets,
bigger explosions, more accurate, etc…

Special Situations:

Combined Efforts
If two agents are working on the same task, one AGENT is designated as the lead, and the
other agent may sacrifice 1 card(directly removed from play) to add to the total. Draw two and
choose one to sacrifice before the DRAW of the lead agent.

It is up to the GM if more than one AGENT can sacrifice a card for this purpose.

The result of the DRAW affects both AGENTS equally.

Non-consequential DRAWS(NC DRAW)
For any draw that is made for a joke, doesn’t have a high stakes component, or is used to
represent luck… you may call for an NC DRAW.

The main difference here is that the results of this draw will not include a discard or loss of an
ACE.

An example might be if during a low-risk scene(no BAD GUYS around, no element of immediate
danger) an AGENT is trying to identify if any of the 5 snowmobiles in this shed are functional.

A standard DRAW of 2, +1 for the AGENT’s SKILL SET being NIMBLE vs a GM draw of 2.

A negative result here would simply mean they cannot identify a working machine, but would not
result in any cards being discarded. A positive result here would mean one(or more if the
difference was drastic) snowmobile was easily identified as “in good working order”.

VILLAINS
Are known to have contingency after contingency in place. Therefore, once in a direct
confrontation with one(after say evading all guards and finding yourself in their private
chambers), it may take several scenes to actually take them down, stop their plan, or prevent
them from escaping to plot further. A good rule of thumb is that it should take at least 3 directly
dangerous successes from an AGENT to take down a VILLIAN.

Running Aces Out:

Here are some things you may consider for running a game of “Aces Out”.



The Organization(The ORG):
AGENTS are likely members of an organization that will provide them intel, contacts, and
GIZMOs. The purpose of their ORG(or ORGs) can vary greatly. Opposing ORGs may exist
helping the opposing forces be organized as well.

Briefings:
AGENTS may start missions in the middle of some action, or may stumble into clues of a
mission on the horizon.

In either case, AGENTS will likely have a briefing with their ORG during which they would gain
levels of understanding about the current situation. A trusted leader within the ORG is often
responsible for these briefings during which AGENTS may receive vital intel, goals, objectives,
GIZMOS(which includes specialized weapons), contacts, maps, enemy intel, and other
essentials for doing the job in front of them.

Being called to a briefing or receiving coded intelligence from an ORG source may be encoded
in some way to ensure that it doesn’t fall into the wrong hands. For example a handwritten note
may conclude: “… After reading this note, it will self-destruct in 17 seconds. Give my regards to
Agent DD under the moonlight on a summer’s evening.”

BAD GUYS:
BAD GUYS are really anybody who’s goals oppose that of the AGENTs. They may vary in
power level, intelligence, scope of influence, etc… Generally a BAD GUY will require being
defeated directly at least 4 times before the end of a session. Even then, VILLIANS(generally
bosses) are great at finding a way to survive to be a nemesis another day.

“Defeated Directly” here means something like this… AGENTS have defeated several
henchmen and disabled the doors so they can’t escape. Together they do a FORCE DRAW and
are successful. The BIG BAD GUY is defeated once, but they would be able to escape via some
previously unknown tactic/strategy/aid/etc… of the GM’s design.

Structure of Missions:

The GM may structure their session/caper/mission/story in any way. Use these ideas of scene
types for inspiration.

Intel Session
During an intel session you may be sharing information within your organization. This could
include AGENTS(players sharing information amongst themselves) and any NPCs from within
The ORG, or other consultants.

Discovery Scene



AGENTS may be thrown into action at any point in their lives. For example, you may ask an
AGENT to describe how they are having a casual brunch at their favorite spot. During this scene
they may discover a lead of some sort(information, contact, action sequence, etc…) that needs
to be followed up on immediately. This could be that the AGENT is on site when a piece of art is
stolen, a bridge is blown up, or other catastrophe.

Briefing
The ORG gives you official goals and guidelines. A clear success condition may be
possible(locate position X and call in an air strike), but often an ORG values clandestine
operation. As such, keeping all activities covert can be the difference between a success and a
great success!

Preparation montage
If you know you are headed to a certain locale and have time to plan ahead, you may allow the
AGENTS to decide what sort of preparations they are making. For example, if they are headed
to an island location, an AGENT may want to build contacts on the island, pre-place a vessel for
escape, or find a map of a specific location.

Drop-in
A Drop-in scene is one in which the AGENTS are dropped right into the action - In Media Res.
This could mean during a firefight, during an escape, during a BAD GUY monologue, during a
boat chase, or any other action sequence that forces the AGENTS to take action now and ask
questions later.

Caper
This is what the bulk of any mission would be called. Any series of events that takes place in a
short time span(a heist over the course of several hours, a raid of a BAD GUY base, a three day
wilderness “retreat” during which you are gathering information discreetly about recruitment to
an opposing ORG, etc…).

Debrief
Once a mission is complete, the AGENTS will want to know the results of their actions on the
ORG, the world, and what happened to the BAD GUY.

You might structure a session like this:

The AGENTS will start off mid-Caper during a low stakes, low risk mission from The ORG.
During this mission they discover that AGENT XYZ is potentially a double agent for the BAD
GUYS.

After the caper resolves, there could be a Discovery Scene in which the player AGENTS
discuss how to handle this information, especially as it relates to informing The ORG.

A Preparation Montage could go here as the AGENTS try to dig in a bit about AGENT XYZ’s



loyalties and motivations. The GM may give 3 actions to each AGENT during this time.

After their findings, they are called to a Briefing during which they are given another mission
with higher stakes, and where AGENT XYZ plays a crucial role in their survival and success on
the mission. GIZMOS are developed and given out.

Another Preparation Montage could go here where AGENTS may choose to further investigate
AGENT XYZ or prepare for the mission itself. Another 3 actions to each AGENT during this
time.

A Discovery scene could go here and a crucial piece of information is gained regarding the
mission and the loyalties of AGENT XYZ.

A Drop-In scene starts the Caper when it is discovered that transportation to the location has
been compromised. AGENTS are suddenly stranded near the target geography, and must find a
new way to the region.

The Caper proper begins once the AGENTS are all on site. The next 24-48 hours are all
generally sequential and high danger.

Once the loyalties of AGENT XYZ are revealed and the BAD GUY’s plot is dealt with there is a
Debrief during which The ORG shares the results of the mission. There may be a hint of what
mission the AGENTS may have to deal with next.

Gameplay example:

2 Agents(Agent A and Agent B) and one GM decide to play Aces Out.

They decide on the basic premise of a mission to an island with the purpose of destroying a
scientific lab of scientists bent on controlling wild animals via mind control.

GM: You will each have 2 actions during a preparation montage for this mission. A - give me
one first.

A: I’m going to use MAGNETISM to try to get myself an inside contact on the island who will
give me some additional information.

GM: OK, draw 2

Result: It works!

GM: You are able to find out that a past acquaintance of yours is heading to the island soon to
assist with the program, undoubtedly tricked into doing so. You find it unlikely that they know the
true intentions of the bad guys, but their expertise and trust may be crucial to your success.



You will be able to call them via sat-phone once you’re on the island.

B: I’m going to organize a special delivery of a jet ski that will be waiting at a dock on the
back-side of the island.

GM: No draw necessary. It’s there. That is one of your three available TOOLS.

A: I want to research what this scientist might be trying to do from a scientific perspective.

GM: CUNNING Draw 3, GM draws 3. (AGENT has the benefit of time[+1] but the Villian does
too[+1] and has also been careful to cover their tracks[+1].

Result: Failure! Discard 2 cards. You spend weeks pouring over scientific data, but are no closer
to figuring out what the scientist’s breakthrough might be. You do, however, find a decent map of
the area.

B: I want to do some extra training with my sniper rifle for conditions like these on the island.

GM: Force check(3).

Result: Success!

GM: You will be given a better chance at succeeding in some situations.

GM: You now reach the island armed with only the directions to an old mine that may or may not
be the base of operations. We’re going to start the caper now.

You arrive on the island via a private 10 seater plane with several other rich looking older folks
on vacation. You both have cover identities that are here on a fishing expedition. You are
expecting luggage at your accommodations, so you don’t have any of your TOOLS on you
currently.

Upon landing everyone exits the plane and goes off with a local who is going to lead them to the
bungalow hotel on the water which is the only place outsiders would stay.

A: First task I would like to undertake is working with the locals and get a better sense of who is
helping/hurting because of Dr Badguy.

GM: Let’s be more specific about that… DRAW for MAGNETISM… with that I’ll tell you that…

Etc…
—--> HERE <—- is a web page that can give you some ideas for terms to use during your
games of ACES OUT.

https://foxhugh.com/word-lists/list-of-espionage-terms/

